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"A PICTURE-PERFECT PROJECT ... " 
Porting a heavily used and extremely 
critical system to a new platform under 
tight time constraints was the daunting 
task faced by Federated Group of Arlington 
Heights, Illinois. When Federated called 
on Transoft to help, they were facing a 
myriad of migration requirements and 
synchronization details. 

However, with the help of Transoft and their 
professional expertise, what first appeared so 
challenging became "a picture-perfect project," 
according to Scott Wetzel, IT Director of 
Applications Development for Federated Group. 

Federated Group is a leading sales and 
marketing agent for the consumer products 
industry. Specializing in private label and 
controlled brand development, Federated 
Group offers a number of innovative services 
benefiting both domestic and international 
customers. A rapidly growing company in a 
fast-paced and highly competitive industry, 
Federated has experienced a 175% sales 
increase in the last five years and today handles 
transactions between its clients and distributors 
totalling approximately $5 billion annually. 

Federated's IT department is responsible 
for the mission-critical brokerage system 
that includes handling high volume orders, 
and technical support for web applications, 

computer systems, peripherals, 
software and telecommunications. 

--"... .. , In order to accommodate their 
business expansion and 
to integrate their technical 
environment with Open 

Systems, they decided to 
migrate the contents of their Data 

General MV9500 to a newer platform. 

In February of 1999, Federated Group began 
a project to salvage their existing code and 
capitalize on their established knowledge 
base rather than face the risk, cost and culture 
shock of moving to an entirely new solution. 
The applications involved in the project 
represented years of development 
and evolution, consisting of hundreds of 

custom programs, extensive environmental 
construction, and a large database. 

Recognizing that the porting project would be 
the catalyst for the technology revolution at 
Federated Group, they assembled a team 
consisting of Wetzel, Marlene Barth, Senior 
Programmer Analyst, Lillian More, Systems 
Administrator and Anna Garner, Computer 
Operations Manager. 

Transoft was called in to assist with the port, 
wh ich included project planning and testing 
to assure that the Data GenerallNFOS 
database and AOSjVS COBOL applications were 
successfully migrated to the new Open Systems 
platform, Transoft's Uj FOS database and Micro 
Focus COBOL application code. Wetzel relates 
how important the project planning was: 
"Transoft 's professional services really helped 
out. They were instrumental in getting the project 
plan put together with schedules for milestones 
and testing. Their experience with Data General 
and Open Systems showed." By breaking the 
project into testable subsets of code and 
establishing identical test environments and 
procedures, Federated and Transoft were 
able to simplify and control the entire 
migration process. 

"In the beginning we weren 't sure how 
successful we would be working with third 
party consultants, especially under such 
tight time constraints ", said Wetzel. 
"Well the results speak for themselves. 
Transoft's professional expertise made it 
possible for us to go from concept to 
production in just four months with an 
uneventful switchover. " 

Because of the success of the migration project, 
Wetzel and his team went on to move their 
Financial, Inventory, and Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI) systems to the new platform, 
and are working on streamlining the systems to 
make everything work together more smoothly. 
A significant part of their future plans include 
Transoft's Uj SQL, a robust ODBC (Open Data
Base Connectivity) driver which will be used to 
tie data together among the various databases. 

If you're interested in finding out more, please visit our Web site, or contact Transoft todayl 
http://www.transoft.com email: transoft@transoft.com 

Transoft Inc., 
6404 ancy rudge Dr. 
San Diego, 
CA 92121 USA 
Tel: +1 (858) 587 0467 
Fax: +1 (858) 587 0466 

Transoft Ltd., 
Transoft House 
5} Langley Business Centre 
Station Road, Langley, Slough 
SL3 80S, England 
Tel: +44 (0) 1753 778000 
Fax: +44 (0) 1753 773050 
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Consolidating 
computing can be 
very challenging. 

cin ..... ~fiDt! that task. 
With our expert 1114 ... ,.,,110_ 

and advanced server 
and storage technology, 

we'll make sure you 
touch all the bases. 

Contact us today! 
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DG NEWS 

New President of Data General to be NADGUG 2000 Keynote Speaker 

Joel Schwartz Takes the Reigns at DG 

Joel Schwartz, newly-appointed president of Data General, joined Data General in 1989 as 
vice president, Software Business Unit. He assumed responsibility for the ECLIPSE Busi

ness Unit in 1990, and in 1992 he became vice president of the AViiON Business Unit. In 
1995 Mr. Schwartz was named vice president of Worldwide Sales and Marketing for Data 
General, and in 1997 he was elevated to senior vice president of Worldwide Sales. 

Mr. Schwartz became senior vice president and general manager of the CLARiiON 
Storage Division of Data General in 1998, and served in that capacity through October 
1999 when EMC acquired Data General. He then oversaw the integration of CLARiiON into 
EMC and most recently served as senior vice president of CLARiiON Research and Devel
opment. 

Prior to joining Data General, Mr. Schwartz served as president and chief operating of
ficer of Polygen Corporation. He previously served in a variety of sales, marketing and 
general management positions during 18 years with Digital Equipment Corporation. 

Mr. Schwartz holds BSEE and MSEE degrees from Case Western Reserve University, 
and has completed the Stanford University Executive Management Program. 

ALL-Inclusive Service 

R EPAIR, ERVI E, PGRADE 

• p Data General 
BUY SELL LEASE RE T 

800-999-4NPA 
780 Chadbourne Road, Suite A 

Fairfield, CA 94585 
Fax (707) 427-1234 

Email Usatdgsales@npa.com 

• CEO Migrations 
CABI ET CONVERTER, 
£lAGLE's utomated 
migration 001 

• Aoplication Migrations 
L.:it=us migrate your AOSNS 
applications to run in your 
new system environ men 

• System Consulting 
Specializing in INFOS 
perf rmance, training and 
data recovery 

~ 
SOUWAR( lHe: 

email : info@eaglesoft.com 

• Performance 
Enhancement Utilities 
DISK_PAK Online! and 
VS_TOOLBOX utilities improve 
system performance and 
security 

• Backup Solutions 
Automated backup software 
and Spectra Logic automated 

pe libraries for UNIX and T 
systems 

visit our website at www.eaglesoft.com 
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NADGUG Conference Committee 
L-R: Bill Hobgood, NADGUG President; Ardy Wilson and 
Ca lvin Durden, Conference Committee Co-Chairs. 
The Conference Committee made a site visit in March to fi
nalize hotel arrangements for the Fall conference. They are 
pictured here at the river level of the San Antonio Marriott 
Riverwalk Hotel, the Conference site. 

Make Hotel 
Reservations 

Now! 
The views from 

Conference rooms 
are spectacular. Be 
sure to make your 

reservations soon -
directly with the 

Marriott Riverwalk 
Hotel. 

Hotel registration 
information is found 

in the center 
"Pull-Out" Section 

of this issue. 

CQCS: Clayton Overholts-coverhollS@maig.com: 904-363-6339, ext. 0729 

AOS Be AOSIVS: Ed Lindberg-elindber@wnec.edu; 413-782-1246 

Communications: vacant 

Healthcare: vacant 

ICOBOL: Tim Boyer-tim@denmantire.com: 330-675-4249 

INFOS: vacant 
Windows NT: Ardavan Tajbakhsh- ardavan@ccs.carleton.ca; 613-520-2600 ext. 

2510 

Oracle: Clayton Overholts-coverholts@maig.com 

PERF: Phillip Webster-phillip.webster@bmhcc.org; 901-227-5314 

UNIX: Tim Boyer-lim@denmantire.com; 330-675-4249 

Electronic Commerce: vacant 
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NADGUG 
2000 
A NEW 

BEGINING! 

SAN ANTONIO 
October 29 .. 
November 1 

2000 

Come to San Antonio This Fall! 
Meet the new President of Data General -

Joel Schwartz 
Keynote Speaker 

• Find out about EMC and the DG Division 
• Learn about DG's New Direction 

• Network with other DG users 

Mark Your Calendars 
Sunday, October 29 

Welcome Reception 
Monday .. Wednesday 

October 30-November 1 
Education Sessions 

Check our web sit~ for more details: 
www.naagug.org 

If you are interested in doing a 
presentation call Ardy Wilson. Conference Co-Chair 

( 812-9~l4-2164) 
or send e-mail toardyw@compuserve.com 

NADGUG NEWS 

Interactive Cobol has it all ... 

o Highest performance 

o Lowest cost 

o Easiest maintenance 

o Greatest flexibility 

o Fastest development 

o Coolest features 

o Exciting new features: ICDGTERM, 
WATCH, ICNETD, ClSAM support 

Everything you need 

o Interactive Runtime Systems for 
MS-DOS and DOS networks, 
Windows, Windows 95, 
Windows NT, AOSNS and 
virtually any flavor of Unix 
(SCO, AIX, HP/UX .. . ) 

o New ODBC interface for PC 
programs - Microsoft Access, 
Excel, Crystal Reports, etc. 

Interactive Development System 

o Fast Interactive Cobol Compilers 
produce both ex and PD/DD files. 

o Cross Reference Utility 

o Code Dumper Utility 

o Multi-Windowed Debugger 

o Link Kit and User Library provides 
direct interface with C programs 

Gerry Manning Ie Associates 
9324 Menaul Blvd., NE 

Albuquerque, NM 87112 
Phone: (505) 293-1746 

Fax: (505) 293-1843 

Our U.KJEurope Distributor 
Broadnd Ltd., Falcon House 

North Feltham Trading Estate 
Feltham, Middlesex, TW14 QUa 

Phone: 0181 8931515 
Fax: 0181 8932183 

Contact: Roland Eckert 



DG NEWS 

New Products and Services 
from EMC/DG Division 

VERITAS ClusterX Product Now Sup
ports Microsoft Clustering Technolo
gies for Windows 2000 

Anew release of its VERlTAS Clus- availability environments by giving a single administrator 
ter products was recently an- •••••••••••••• the ability to remotely manage multiple 
nounced by VERIT AS Software clusters from within a point-and-click in-

Corporation, an enterprise-class applica- terface. Its on-screen views and reports 
tion storage management software generate useful data and are easy to navi-
provider. These will enable network ad- "VERITAS ClusterX for gate, simplifying tasks such as duplicat-
ministrators and webmasters to integrate ing cluster groups across multiple clus-
Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS) and Net- ters, configuring cluster applications, and 
work Load Balancing (NLB) into a high- MSCS is an integral viewing and modifying dependencies. It 
availability solution with easy setup and can produce HTML-based reports for easy 
manageability. VERlTAS ClusterX deliv- sharing of cluster status within a corpo-
ers enhanced hardware reporting services part of DGll\1anage- rate Intranet. "True high availability has 
and enhanced integration with third- never been simpler," said Robin Purohit, 
party management applications across Suite, and is now inte- senior director, Cluster and SAN Product 
multiple clusters in Windows NT Server Group, VERlT AS Software. "VERlT AS 
4.0 Enterprise Edition and Windows 2000 ClusterX integrates Windows Manage-
Advanced Server environments. grated with DG/Rack- ment Instrumentation and other industry 

"Microsoft is excited about VERlTAS standards to provide comprehensive in-
Software's continued commitment to formation and control over the hardware 
complement the capabilities of the Mi- Manager . .. " and software in the clustered environ-
crosoft Cluster Service Administrator in ment, allowing for administrators to 
Windows NT and Windows 2000 with •••••••••••••• move into a high-availability environ-
VERlTAS ClusterX," said Michel Gambier, ment without sacrificing simplicity of op-
group product manager for enterprise marketing at Mi- eration and management. " 
crosoft Corporation. "Enterprise customers can benefit from VERlT AS ClusterX is the only product today that man-
its enhancements, including the ability to centrally manage ages Windows NT and Windows 2000 MSCS and 
multiple clusters from a single window." NLB/WLBS clusters from a central console. Users with 

"Data General is proud of its award-winning, consoli- multiple clusters will find that ClusterX adds valuable 
dated cluster solutions. VERlTAS ClusterX for MSCS is a functionality to Microsoft Windows NT and Windows 2000 
strategic part of that winning combination for both Win- clustering by managing clustering technologies and clus-
dows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000, providing our customers tered applications on both local and remote clusters, mak-
with powerful cluster resource management," said Bob ing it the ideal solution to ensure high availability in rapid-
Guilbert, director of A ViiON Software Marketing, Data Gen- ly growing Windows environments. 
eral. "VERlTAS ClusterX for MSCS is an integral part of Version 3.0.1 of VERlTAS ClusterX for MSCS is now 
DG/ManageSuite, and is now integrated with DG/RackMan- available. Version 1.1 ofVERlTAS ClusterX for NLB/WLBS 
ager to enable complete, centralized control of clustered will be available by the end of May 2000. Free evaluation 
systems and resources. " copies of both VERITAS ClusterX products can be down-

VERlTAS ClusterX reduces the complexity of high-

6 MAy/JUNE 2000 



loaded from the Internet from: 
www.veritas.com/products/ clusterx. 

Worldwide market share leadership 
in Intel-based NT server categories 

According to International Data Corporation (IDC), 
Data General is ranked number one for calendar year 
1999 in Intel-based NT servers, selling between 

$50,000 and $100,000, with 42 percent of that market. Data 
General also holds the top spot in the high-end of that cate
gory, systems selling between $100,000 and $250,000, with 
84 percent market share, compared to a 56 percent share in 
1998. In the lower end of the mid-range, Data General ranks 
third in the $25,000 to $50,000 category with 9 percent 
share. 

"The IDC market share data confirms Data General's po
sition of strength to realize our vision of a consolidated 
computing infrastructure," said Mike Parise, vice president 
of worldwide marketing at Data General. 

In addition, Data General is ranked first in the Intel 
UNIX server market, for systems selling between $50,000 
and $100,000, with 37 percent of the market, and third for 
systems selling between $250,000 and $500,000, with 11 
percent of the market. 

"Our achievement in Intel UNIX is also significant," 
said Mike. "Even though our increased average selling price 
of NUMA systems drove us into a higher price band, we 
still hold a meaningful share of the market. This demon
strates the continued strength of our DG/UX platform with 
our established solutions and partners like GERS and 
HBOC. 

IDC is a highly respected and influential consultant in 
the computer industry. Its numbers represent an objective, 
unbiased validation of Data General A ViiON servers against 
other vendors' products. 

Internet Solution For Ontario Hospi
tals 
Content-Rich Web Sites Improve Hospitals' Relationships 
with Patients and Clinicians 

D ata General has announced that it has successfully 
implemented the CHOICE technology platform from 
HealthGate Data Corporation at two Ontario-based 

hospitals, The Credit Valley Hospital of Mississauga and 
Joseph Brant Memorial Hospital of Burlington. The integra
tion of HealthGate's CHOICE solution with each hospital's 
Web site enables the delivery of personalized medical con
tent to their local communities - allowing the hospitals to 
foster closer relationships with patients and physicians. 

DG NEWS 
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DG NEWS 

HealthGate, a leader in e-Health Internet solutions for hos
pitals and healthcare enterprises, has been a partner of Data 
General since 1998. 

The CHOICE solution (Comprehensive Health Online 
Information Center for the Enterprise) integrates medical 
content from a portion of HealthGate's sources to cus
tomers' Web sites. By using HealthGate's customized 
CHOICE solution with Data General's A ViiON server solu
tions, both hospitals hope to draw a larger audience to their 
Web sites, develop a closer relationship with physicians 
and members of the community, and 
keep the public informed about the 
health services they provide. 

Credit Valley Hospital's Web site 
(www.cvh.on.ca) is tailored to provide 
extensive information on adult and 
child health and nutrition, injuries and 
emergencies, and educational programs 
and services. "As more patients and 
families use the Internet to research 
their medical conditions, we must en
sure that our users have the most up-to
date information available," said Wendy 
Johnson, director, community relations 
and communications, The Credit Valley & 
Hospital. "HealthGate's CHOICE solu
tion builds on the quality and compre
hensive medical information we already 
deliver via our Web site by offering a 
greater selection of health information 
geared to a variety of users. For medical 
professionals, HealthGate's CHOICE 
content enhances our library services by 
increasing both the volume and accessi
bility of current and reliable medical in
formation. " 

Joseph Brant Memorial Hospital's 
Web site (www.jbmh.com) includes comprehensive con
sumer and patient information as well as Webzines featur
ing articles on such topics as nutrition, parenting and men
tal health. "The CHOICE solution, one of Joseph Brant's 
newest information resources, is an online knowledge tool 
for doctors, nurses and healthcare providers as well as pa
tients, their families and the consumer public at large," said 
Dr. Ben Carruthers, Chief of Staff, Joseph Brant Memorial 
Hospital. "Our link to HealthGate's CHOICE content - a 
simple click on the Hospital's Web site - is one more step 
in reaching our goal of providing excellence in health care 
to our community." 

"The Internet has changed the way healthcare profes
sionals communicate with their patients," said Peter Stone, 
vice president of worldwide healthcare for Data General. 
"Our healthcare customers require simple Web solutions 
that are reliable and cost-efficient, enabling them to com-

8 MAy/JUNE 2000 

municate effectively with patients, medical personnel and 
local communities. Together, Data General and HealthGate 
are helping healthcare organizations better respond to 
today's changing world." 

"The ubiquitous nature of the Internet has enabled pa
tients to take a more active role in their personal healthcare 
decisions," said Bill Reece, Chairman and Founder of 
HealthGate Data Corp. "HealthGates's web platform pro
vides hospitals and other enterprises with access to the 
most extensive source of credible content available via the 

et and fosters the sharing of patient-re
lated information across the healthcare 
continuum." The CHOICE platform pro
vides patients and physicians with the 
most comprehensive medical content 
available on the Internet, enabling users 
to access: 
• basic, easy-to-understand information 
that provides a comprehenSive overview 
on a number of health conditions 
• more extensive explanations of diseases 
and treatments aimed at patients who 
want to extend their knowledge of a par
ticular health condition and related treat
ment options 
• complex and detailed information for 
physicians who need quick access to the 
latest medical research and information. 

Storage Solutions to Com
plement Consolidation 
Portfolio 

General Expands Portfolio Of Con
solidation Solutions To Include EMC's 

Symmetrix and Celerra - part of E-Infostructure for 
Healthcare 

Data General is offering the complete family of EMC 
Symmetrix Enterprise Storage systems and the EMC 
Celerra network attached server to A ViiON cus

tomers as part of its consolidated solutions portfolio. The 
company has also outlined its strategy to deliver a complete 
healthcare E-Infostructure, by combining EMC's Symmetrix 
and Celerra with Data General's flagship solutions for hos
pital information systems (HIS), clinical and document 
imaging, the electronic medical record (EMR), Internet/in
tranet, mail and business intelligence collaboration, and 
point-of-care. 

EMC's leading-edge technologies complement Data 
General's existing AViiON and healthcare solutions by pro
viding customers with the next level of high-availability, re-
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liability and efficient storage, along with software function
ality to share, manage, and protect information in the enter
prise. Symmetrix and Celerra are now available in addition 
to EMC CLARiiON storage solutions, which Data General 
has been selling successfully for almost 

the only vendor to address all of the consolidation require
ments of the healthcare enterprise by outlining a detailed 
strategy to consolidate enterprise A ViiON servers, EMC 
storage systems, document imaging platforms, clinical 

a decade. 
Symmetrix delivers the powerful and 
flexible platform necessary to reach be
yond the data center and handle virtual
ly infinite information storage needs. By 
combining EMC's industry-leading stor
age technology with a special-purpose 
file server optimized for availability, 
scalability, and performance, EMC Cel
erra is ideally suited for enabling UNIX 
and NT clients to access and share files 
over networks. These solutions are a 
perfect complement to Data General's 
strategy of providing customers with 
consolidated computing solutions that 
leverage advanced technologies and en
able efficient management, reliability, 
and protection of data, thereby protect
ing investment and reducing system 
complexity. 

This announcement is "a key step 
forward in the advancement of Data 
General's consolidation strategy. Our 
customers in healthcare and other in
dustries are experiencing an increasing 
need for consolidated server and storage 
solutions that allow them to stay abreast 
of the rapid evolution in technology, 
while protecting their existing infra
structure investments," said Mike 
Parise, vice president of worldwide mar
keting for Data General. "The combina
tion of EMC's storage solutions and Data 
General's consolidation solutions and 
high availability services, such as our 
99.9 percent uptime guarantee for Win
dows 2000, enables customers to lever
age their information assets and meet 
the rapidly growing demands for capaci
ty, performance, and availability of their 
computing infrastructures." 

Symmetrix and Celerra are also 
available as part of Data General's 
healthcare solutions portfolio, allowing 
customers to meet the explosive require
ment for storage capacity and access to 
information in healthcare by creating an 
integrated E-lnfostructure that enables 
competitive leadership. Data General is 
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imaging systems, enterprise E-mail and business intelli
gence, and web initiatives. In addition, EMC is a market 
leader for healthcare information systems, radiographic and 
multi-media image storage. 

"The healthcare industry is experiencing an increasing 
need for reliable technology infrastructures, as the Internet 
comes of age in this market, and access to information be
comes a priority for physicians and patients," said Peter 
Stone, vice president of healthcare at Data General. "By 
leveraging EMC's pioneering storage technology and Data 
General's healthcare partnerships with companies such as 
Phillips, Siemens, HBOC, Per Se Technologies and 
MEDITECH, we are in a unique position to enable cus
tomers to make the vertical leap towards business leader
ship in their competitive environments. By combining the 
talents and market presence of these companies, we be
come the world's leading healthcare infrastructure vendor." 

Data General's healthcare consolidation strategy in
cludes the following components: 

• Server and storage consolidation - Data General offers a 
variety of solutions for server and storage consolidation, in
cluding rack-based A ViiON systems and Symmetrix, Celer
ra and CLARiiON storage solutions for physical consolida
tion, centralized system and server management tools, and 
a complete high-availability services portfolio. 
• Document image and clinical image consolidation -
Data General provides consolidation solutions for imaging 
applications by migrating multiple applications to a cen
trally managed platform or through the management tools 
that ease the administration of applications across systems. 
This allows for central storage of patient information from 
document and clinical images as part of an EMR that can be 
easily accessed, utilized, and archived by clinicians, radiol
ogists and physicians. 
• Collaboration, mail and business intelligence consolida
tion - Data General has key technical expertise in the en
terprise design and deployment of Exchange and business 
intelligence solutions. 
• Client consolidation - Data General's unique TermServ
er-in-a-Box solution allows for central deployment and 
management of Windows-based applications for increased 
efficiency and reduced total cost of ownership. The compa
ny offers a variety of point-of-care solutions that make 
client consolidation a reality for the healthcare market In
ternet Infrastructure consolidation - Data General pro
vides the organizational wrapper for healthcare organiza
tions' Internet initiatives, including web-based solutions 
from Harmonie Group and HealthGate Data Corp. The solu
tions leverage the security, digital certification and web 
broadcasting features of Windows 2000. 
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Ohio University Streamlines With 
Data General Imaging Solution 

Centralized Document Management with Modular Func
tionality Eliminates Paper Documentation and Enables Ef
ficient Management of Information 

Ohio University, a 19,000 student university in 
Athens, Ohio, has implemented the A V /Document 
Manager imaging solution from Data General to 

streamline its administrative process. The university suc
cessfully launched its imaging project in its financial aid 
office and document and imaging services area and is cur
rently rolling out the solution to a variety of other depart
ments to ultimately create an entirely paperless office envi
ronment. 

Ohio University is a 16,200-undergraduate, 2,500-grad
uate university offering 276 undergraduate majors in a vari
ety of disciplines, including arts and sciences, business, 
communication, education, engineering and technology, 
fine arts, and health and human services. The university 
was increasingly burdened by manual, paper-based docu
ment management systems for its main campus as well as 
several branch campuses. It had a variety of paper-based 
processes including admissions, housing and financial aid, 
each generating and storing a huge amount of documenta
tion. They needed a way to utilize the latest technology to 
facilitate centralized access to information and administra
tion. The solution was a centralized, flexible, single-source 
document management solution that was capable of sup
porting a wide range of functionality and future growth. 
Ohio University's new centralized document management 
solution combines Data General's AV/Document Manager, 
a state-of-the-art client/server application that allows for 
fast, easy, and consistent access to information, with a con
solidated A ViiON server platform and EMC CLARiiON 
storage solution. A V /DocumentManager consolidates sup
port for the different document and data handling needs of 
the University's many departments. It supports key imag
ing technologies including document imaging, COLD (Com
puter Output to Laser Disk). Internet, and Workflow func
tionality - all integrated into one powerful information 
management system. In addition, Data General provided 
training, implementation services, project management, 
and documentation for a total, single-source solution. 

"We selected Data General because of the completeness 
of the A V /Document Manager solution and the quality and 
reliability of the hardware platform that would support it," 
said Tony Benton, associate director for Imaging Services at 
Ohio University. "Data General put together an 'A'-team of 
several individuals specializing in different parts of the so
lution. We were confident in the level of technology exper
tise and support services, and this was key to our decision 
to work with Data General on this important undertaking." 



"Data General is a leader in delivering simplified computing olutions that 
allow our customers to successfully leverage advanced technologies to gain in
creased efficiency, manageability, and simplification ofIT processes," said Mike 
Parise, vice president, worldwide marketing at Data General. "Our A V IDocument 
Manager solution enables Ohio University to provide critical information to its 
student and faculty communities in an efficient and cost-effective manner, and 
leverage the benefits of the high-performance, high availability, flexibility and 
manageability features the solution provides. We are delighted to be working 
with the university to roll out this solution to other key areas of its operations." 

Ohio University's Solution 
The university's solution consists of one non-clustered, rack-mounted 3 proces
sor A ViiON A V 3704 NT servers with Oracle 8.0.5 Legato Networker Tape Back
up, and OTG software. It also includes a single processor AV 2700 running NT 
Terminal Server Edition 4.0 and Citrix MetaFrame 1.8 software, and a Single 
processor A V 2300 running NT Server 4.0 and Cardiff Teleforms. EMC CLARiiON 
storage is also a key part of the solution, acting as the major retrieval point for the 
images. In addition, NT Alert resides on each server and provides automated diag
nostic support. 

The university plans to implement the software throughout the campus, 
looking to Data General to advise and help develop training courses. Data General 
will customize future phases of A V IDocument Manager, including rolling out the 
imaging solution to the Registrar's Office, and deploying forms processing in the 
Housing and Admissions departments. In addition, the solution is currently 
being integrated with Oracle financials. Eventually, the university anticipates 
that all departments will utilize the imaging solution. 

"The solution Data General provides is unique because its modular approach 
gives us the ability to leverage and use the product to meet business requirements 
as they evolve," continued Mr. Benton. "We look forward to becoming a model 
for other state institutions' imaging implementations. We believe other universi
ties can learn from our experience in this area." 

Data General And Wyle Systems -
Strategic Relationship 

Wyle Systems Named Preferred Provider of Personal Computers and Pedestal 
Servers; Introduces New Products to Complement Data General Portfolio 

Data General and Wyle Systems, a Member of VEBA Electronics Group, 
have announced a strategic relationship naming Wyle Systems as Data 
General's preferred provider of personal computers and pedestal servers. 

Under the terms of the agreement, Wyle Systems will provide a complete range of 
personal computer and pedestal server products direct to Data General's AViiON 
DGlViiSION Series customers. The agreement is part of Data General's new busi
ness strategy announced in November 1999. The strategy meets the expanding 
market need for consolidated, simplified, and controlled computing solutions 
that provide lower total cost of ownership, reliability, high-availability, and man
ageability. 

Under terms of the agreement, Wyle Systems will add the new product lines 
to its specialized systems portfolio. The products will be based on Data General's 
AViiON VS 1100, VS 2200, VS 3100, VS 3200, VS 4150, VS 5100, VS 5150, AV 

Continued on page 36 
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TLC's Pat Duclos Reveals N 
DGFocus interviews Pat Duclos about TLC's new relationship with Data General 

DGFocus: TLC recently purchased the Data General 
legacy systems business from Data General, a Division of 
EMC. What does that mean? 

Pat: Yes, under the terms of the agreement, TLC has pur
chased the legacy systems and spares inventory for all 
Nova, Eclipse, MV Series, and A V88000 systems. In addi
tion, TLC has received software licensing rights for the MV 
Series. We are thrilled that Data General will continue to 
provide warranty and on-site maintenance for all systems 
sold through TLC. TLC is the only company, outside of Data 

cis ion to extend the life of their legacy applications and 
need assurance that someone will be there to provide the 
upgrades, product extensions, and services that they need. 
The TLC/Data General partnership meets those needs. 

DGFocus: What are some of the issues that you are 
hearing about extending the life of legacy applications on 
older systems? 

Pat: In addition to wanting assurances that someone is 
there to support them, they are concerned because the in
ternal resources utilized in the past to support and mainGeneral, which has a license for MV 

ADEX, the sophisticated diagnostic tool 
for the MV Series. In addition, TLC has 
purchased the entire legacy systems in
ventory and intellectual property, includ
ing test beds, testing procedures, ECO 
documentation, and software reproduc
tion capability. 

,.----------------, tain these systems have been moved to 
newer technology environments. In 

"Most of the customers we short, they are having trouble staffing. 

have talked with have 
The other area of concern is that they 
can't readily get the capital funds to pur
chase upgrades and product extensions 
since those funds have moved to other 
areas of the business. Therefore they 
need a cost-effective method of getting 
what they need without using company 
capital resources. 

We are supporting the Data General 
business out of our 25,000 square foot fa
cility in Uxbridge, Massachusetts, where 
we have our warehousing, refurbishment 
and repair, and testing facilities . We will 
soon be adding another 10,000 square feet 
to support the growth of our Network Op
erations Center and Hosting Services. 

made a decision to extend 
the life of their legacy ap-
plications and need assur
ance that someone will be 
there to provide the up-
grades, product exten- "We have introduced two 

DGFocus: Why did TLC enter into this sions, and services that 
new programs 

specifically for the Data 

General customer base 

- our Hosting and 

Rental programs." 

agreement? they need." 

Pat: We saw it as an excellent business 
opportunity. TLC has been in the business of supplying re
furbished Data General systems to Data General customers 
for over 13 years. We understand the customer base and be
lieve we can continue our strong presence by providing an 
on-going partnership with our customers. This is a win-win 
situation for owners of Data General legacy products and 
TLC. Our customers can be assured of continued availabili
ty of product and product support from a business partner 
who wants to extend the life of legacy systems indefinitely. 

DGFocus: What has the feedback been from the Data 
General community? 

Pat: Happiness and relief. We have called or visited over 
300 Data General customers over the past 60 days, and have 
found that these customers were initially concerned that 
their current and future product needs could not be met. 
Most of the customers we have talked with have made a de-
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DGFocus: 
How is TLC 
prepared to 
respond to 
these needs? 

Pat: First of all, we want to form a partnership with each 
and every customer. We need to know what the needs are, 
over what time frame. For example, if we know that a cus
tomer is seeking to upgrade from a MV 9500 to a MV 9800 
Mod 2 within six months, that gives us ample time to find 
the material and plan for the installation. 

Second, we have introduced two new programs 
specifically for the Data General customer base - our 
Hosting and Rental programs. 

Under our hosting program, we will house the cus
tomer's Data General equipment in our support center in 
Uxbridge, MA and provide high-speed network access to 
users, usually over the Internet. TLC will assume responsi-
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~w Legacy System Strategy 
"We encourage all Data 

General legacy cus-
tomers to register with 

bility for 0 perations, sup
maintenance of port, and 

us. We have made it the system in a 7x24-sup
onment. easy. Just go to our web port envir 

Under 0 ur rental pro
omers can "rent" 
ral board prod
monthly basis. 

page and make out the gram, cust 
registration form. The Data Gene 

ucts on a information that you This enabl es them to avoid 
rchases and ex
product in their 
operating bud

get. 

provide will help us capital pu 
plan for future needs. pense the 

In order to en- From April 1, 
courage regis- 2000 through 
tration, we will December 31, 

be drawing 2000, for any 
names of5 customer who 

registrants in purchases 
October and product from 
awarding a us in excess of 

Palm Organiz- $2000, and is 
er to each. not a current 

Winners will NADGUG 
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at the will pay for 
NADGUG your subscrip-

2000 tion for 1 year. 
Conference in 

San Antonio." 1easy. Just 
page and 

DGFocus: 
What should 
owners and users 
of Data General 
legacy systems 
do? 

Pat: Keep in 
touch with us. 
Call us at 1-800-
278-8249, or visit 
our web page: 
www.TLCes
mart.com. We en
courage all Data 
General legacy 
customers to reg
ister with us. We 
have made it 
go to our web 
make out the reg

istration form. The information that you provide will help 
us plan for future needs. In order to encourage registration, 
we will be drawing names of 5 registrants in October and 
awarding a Palm Organizer to each. Winners will be an
nounced at the NADGUG 2000 Conference in San Antonio. 

We believe that NADGUG plays an important role and 
strongly encourage membership by our customers. In fact, 
from April 1, 2000 through December 31, 2000, for any cus
tomer who purchases product from us in excess of $2000, 
and is not a current NADGUG member, we will pay for your 
subscription for 1 year. 

DGFocus: Data General Systems is only one of your of
ferings, can you discuss your Enterprise Solution and Ser
vices business? 

Pat: Yes, we offer a suite of business services focused on 
providing customers with mission critical support for their 
business applications. Our focus has been on mid-market 
companies who are moving to an e-Business model. We offer 
these customers integration services, hosting, and 7x24 oper
ational support out of our Network Operations Center. We 
call these our eSMART services. 

DGFocus: So much is being written about e-Business 
these days, what key support issues do you see for compa
nies who have made this paradigm shift? 

Pat: Companies that have moved to an e-Business model 
are redefining what is meant by mission critical application 
support. In the recent past, only ERP and Financial Systems 
were considered mission critical. I read in IT Support News 
the other day that of the companies surveyed, over 70% in
dicated that they have integrated sales, marketing and sup
port into a single process. Now the "customer facing" appli
cations are mission critical. Many of these companies now 
rely on e-Commerce and support their customers through e
Services over the web. They have created new sales and ser
vice channels that now are critical to their overall market 
success. 

DGFocus: What does that mean for the IT organization? 

Pat: It means growing complexity; multi-vendor integration 
and support issues; and loss of control over their technology 
environment. Many of the companies who are providing the 
new technology products lack the service and support infra
structure to meet the needs of their rapidly growing cus
tomer bases. In the mid-market, we are seeing more and 
more companies choosing the hosting model rather than 
owning and supporting their new application platforms. IT 
organizations need to be very careful in selecting vendors 
who have strong support reputations or choose a service and 
support partner who can manage the total service and sup
port environment. Service level agreements have always 
been important, but today they are more important than 
ever. Just the process of sitting with your support partner or 
vendor and developing an SLA will provide both parties 
with the right expectations up front. 

DGFocus: These are exciting times for TLC. Speaking for 
the NADGUG management team, we are pleased that TLC 
stepped up to the challenge and look forward to furthering 
our relationship with you and your team. 6 
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Dancing the Samba 
By Tim Boyer, Special to DGFocus 

W hen I began writing the e column 15 year ago, all year. So I'm aving their di k pace, aving my di k pace, 
of Denman ' data were kept on the minicomputer. and in uring that everything get backed up daily . 
The de ktop were mo tly dumb terminal , with a Samba i available on the web at www. amba.org. I ' m 

cattering of PC . The data on the PC weren't that important running the late t version, 2.0.6, and it compile and run 
or that big , 0 we did backup to floppie , or, in a few ex- without a hit ch on dgux, without a ingle change to th e 
treme ca e , to 120Mb tape drive . ource. (One of the e day , NADGUG, we really need to et 

Time have changed. Everybody .----------------------, up an ftp ite with comp iled pro-
now ha a Win98/ T machine ; every- gram . E pecially now that a Linux 
body ' got a network connection; erver i , ba ically, free). Usually, 
everybody' keeping megabyte and it' nece ary to go into the Make-
megabyte of document and pread- file and add - locket and - In I to 
heet on their PC . So how do we the LISS= line ; Samba come with 
hare that data, and - mo t important- a 'configure ' command that man-

ly - how do we back it up? age to figure thi out. Then , the 
Well , if I had a Window T erv- following line need to be added to 

er and wa willing to pay the licen e your tartup cript : 
fee, I could hook all of my u er to
gether u ing NetSIOS , and u e Win
dow networking to enable them to put 

their file on the central server. That ' ~~=~~~ 
exactly what the Samba et of pro
gram doe - but on my Unix erver. 
And for free, under the Gnu General 
Public Licen e. 

/u rllocal/ amba/bin/ mbd -D 
/u rllocal/ amba/bin/nmbd -D 

At thi point, Samba i looking for 
a file called mb .co nf in 
/u rllocal/ amballib. Mine look 
like thi : 

# Samba config file created u ing 
SWAT 

~L----l # from tim (192.168.0.20) 

Andrew Tridgell wrote Samba in 
1991 , and he currently head the 
Samba development team . It' a et of 
open ource program that provide 
Window file and print erver haring, 
u ing Micro oft ' protocol . Unix i n' t 
going away; Window certainly i n ' t , 
and we y tern admini trator need to 
find a way to make them play nicely to-

" ... I could hook all of my users 
together . .. " 

# Date: 1999/12117 12:37:56 

# Global parameter 
[global] 

gether. Samba i a good fir t tep . 
U ing Samba, I 've given everybody acce to their home 

directory on my Unix erver. I've then mapped thi directory 
to a Window di k drive letter. Thi make it tran parent, and 
ea y to u e. When Angie i aving a Word document to 
Z:\My Document \Word Document , he ' really aving it to 
/home/angie/My Document /Word Document on the erver. 
So when I backup up the /home directory , I'm al 0 backing 
up everyone' data . The office know that they need not fear 
di k cra he - a long a their data are tored on their Z: 
drive. 

I 've al 0 written a little cron job that vi it aid directo
rie , and zip everything that ha n ' t been acce ed in two 
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workgroup = WI 
log level = I 

DOWS 

pa word level = 3 
ecurity = u er 

encrypt pa word = no 
null pa word = no 
log file = /u rllocal/ amballog.%m 
win upport = Ye 
ho tallow = 192. 168.0. 

[data] 
comment = Data path 
path = /data 



valid user = tim cliff 
read only = No 

[tmp] 
comment = Temporary file pace 
path = Itmp 
read only = Ye 
write Ii t = tim 

[ ale] 
comment = Shared ales file 
path = thomel ale 
valid u er = tim tacie angie jim yvonne 

haryn 
read only = No 
create mode = 0666 
guest ok = no 

(home] 
comment = Home Directorie 
path = thome/%U 
brow eable = no 
read only = no 
create mode = 0750 

(printers] 
comment = All Printer 
path = Itmp 
create rna k = 0700 
print ok = Ye 

Let' run through it quickly - I'll 
ju t touch on the high point here. 
There' an O'Reilly book that will take 
you through each po ibility. The 
[global] et the default for the re t of 
the file. I'm allowing login from 
192. 168.0 .* , my local IP addre , only. 
I'm u ing Samba a a Window Inter
net Name Server (WINS), in the WIN
DOWS workgroup , and I'm not en
crypting pa word over the network. 

Next i the [data] ection . My a -
si tant, Cliff, and I can get in and 
change file in the Idata directory on 
the Unix erver. We do thi 0 that we 
can edit our ICOBOL program with 
Vi ual Slick Edit on the de ktop, while 
the program them elve re ide over 
on the erver. 

I'm letting an yon e into the limp 
directory in the next ection , read 
only. Except I ' ve given my elf write 
privilege . That way , I can take file 
that I want to di tribute, and put them 
in limp . I don ' t need to worry about 
security , becau e nobody but me can 
write there . 

"Unix isn't going away; 

Windows certainly isn't, 

and we system adminis-

trators need to find a 

way to make them play 

nicely together. Samba is 

a good first step." 

The [ ale] ection i , of cour e, 
for our ale department. Tho e folk 
have the Ihomel ale directory mapped 
a their Y : di k drive , and can hare 
file with each other by imply moving 
file into that ' drive.' It ' al 0 po ible 
to have multiple virtual erver in 
Samba , 0 that s ale only ee s the 
( ale] erver, accounting ee the (ac
counting] ection , and 0 on. 

The (home] ection i next. The 
%U variable allow anyone logging in 
to have acce to their own 
Ihome/lu ername) directory . Thi i 
the directory that I ' ve got mapped a a 
di k drive on their de ktop . 

Finally, there ' the (printer] ec
tion . Samba will al 0 allow you to 
hare any printer hooked to your 

Unix erver, ju t like you can hare a 
printer hooked to a Window box . 
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Thi mean that my HP320 32-page
per-minute la er i available from 
everybody ' de ktop. Mo t folk have a 
local printer, but if they ever need to 
print out a 500-page manual , duplexed 
and collated , they can ju t end it to 
the main printer. 

Samba i fanta tic once it ' set up 
- but it took a while to get all of the 
etling ju t right. Fortunately , there i 

a fanta tic file in the Idoc directory 
called DIAGNOSIS. txt , which will 
walk you through te ting each parame
ter . It ' got a ten- tep te ting procedure 
that fixed my initial difficultie . Thi 
late t ver ion of Samba al 0 come 
with a utility called SWAT, which i a 
brow er-ba ed configuration tool. It 
make etting up configuration much 
ea ier, and al 0 eliminates the po ibil
ity of an invalid or illegal configura
tion. It' a real time aver. 

For a long while , there wa noth
ing in print about Samba, but a couple 
of good book were publi hed in the 
la t year. I ' m well on my way to own
ing the complete O'Reilly catalog, 0 

of cour e I purcha ed their " U ing 
Samba" a oon a it came out. It' a 
wonderful book, but I ' ve come to ex 
pect that from O'Rei lly . There ' al 0 

one I've found u eful called "Samba: 
Integrating UNIX and Window ," by 
John F. Blair, ISBN 1-57831-006-7. 

I've ju t begun to cratch the ur
face with Samba, and they ' re adding 
feature a fa t a I can implement 
them . There are other folk u ing 
Samba to connect literally thou and of 
Window boxe to their Unix ervers . 
Give it a try - pretty oon you , too , 
will be dancing the Samba. t!> 

Tim Boyer is IS Manager at Denman 
Tire Corporation . He may be reach ed 
at 400 Di ehl Rd., Leavittsburg , OH 
44430, (330) 675-4249, emailed at 
tim@denmantire.com, or on th e Data 
Gen e ral web bull e tin board site at 
www-csc.dg .com. 
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Using Samba 
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Chapter 1. Learning the 
Samba 

O'REILLY· Robenl!cks,eln. DovId Cb/lkr-Brocm (, Pr!ter Kelly 

I f you are a typical system administrator, then you know 
what it means to be swamped with work. Your daily 
routine is filled with endless hardware incompatibility 

issues, system outages, data backup problems, and a steady 
stream of angry users. So adding another program to the 
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the special rate. Reservations require either a first night deposit or major credit card. The 

special rate is guaranteed on reservations made by October 2, 2000. 
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mix of tools that you have to maintain may sound a bit per
plexing. However, if you're determined to reduce the com
plexity of your work environment, as well as the workload 
of keeping it running smoothly, Samba may be the tool 
you 've been waiting for. 

A case in point: one of the authors of this book used to 
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• Assist clients with Network Neighborhood 
browsing 

• Authenticate clients logging onto a Windows 
domain 

look after 70 Unix developers sharing 5 Unix servers. His • Provide or assist with WINS name server 
neighbor administered 20 Windows 3.1 ...--------------....,resolution 
users and 5 OS/2 and Windows NT servers. 
To put it mildly, the Windows 3.1 adminis-
trator was swamped. When he finally left 
- and the domain controller melted -
Samba was brought to the rescue. Our au-
thor quickly replaced the Windows NT and 
OS/2 servers with Samba running on a 
Unix server, and eventually bought PCs for 
most of the company developers. However, 
he did the latter without hiring a new PC 

" .. the administra-

tor now manages one 

administrator; the administrator now man
ages one centralized Unix application in
stead of fifty distributed PCs. 

centralized Unix appli-

Samba is the brainchild of Andrew 
Tridgell, who currently heads the Samba 
development team from his home of Can
berra, Australia. The project was born in 
1991 when Andrew created a fileserver 
program for his local network that support
ed an odd DEC protocol from Digital Path
works. Although he didn't know it at the 
time, that protocol later turned out to be 
5MB. A few years later, he expanded upon 
his custom-made 5MB server and began 
distributing it as a product on the Internet 
under the name 5MB Server. However, An
drew couldn't keep that name - it already 
belonged to another company's product -
so he tried the following Unix renaming 
approach: 

If you know you're facing a problem 
with your network and you're sure there is 
a better way, we encourage you to start 
reading this book. Or, if you've heard about 
Samba and you want to see what it can do 

cation instead of fifty 

for you, this is also the place to start. We'll 
get you started on the path to understand
ing Samba and its potential. Before long, 
you can provide Unix services to all your 

distributed peS." grep -i ' So *m. *b' /usr/dict/words 

Windows machines - all without spend-
ing tons of extra time or money. Sound en-
ticing? Great, then let's get started. 

What is Samba? 

Samba is a suite of Unix applications that speak the 5MB 
(Server Message Block) protocol. Many operating systems, 
including Windows and OS/2, use 5MB to perform client
server networking. By supporting this protocol, Samba al
lows Unix servers to get in on the action, communicating 
with the same networking protocol as Microsoft Windows 
products. Thus, a Samba-enabled Unix machine can mas
querade as a server on your Microsoft network and offer the 
following services: 

• Share one or more filesystems 

• Share printers installed on both the server and its 
clients 

And the response was: 

salmonberry samba sawtimber scram-
ble 

Thus, the name "Samba" was born. Which is a good 
thing, because our marketing people highly doubt you 
would have picked up a book called "Using Salmonberry"! 
Today, the Samba suite revolves around a pair of Unix dae
mons that provide shared resources - or shares - to 5MB 
clients on the network. (Shares are sometimes called ser
vices as well.) These daemons are: 

smbd : A daemon that allows file and printer sharing on an 
5MB network and provides authentication and authoriza
tion for 5MB clients. 

nmbd : A daemon that looks after the Windows Internet 
Name Service (WINS), and assists with browsing. 

Samba is currently maintained and extended by a group 
of volunteers under the active supervision of Andrew 
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Tridgell. Like the Linux operating system, Samba is consid
ered Open Source software (aSS) by its authors, and is dis
tributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL). 
Since its inception, development of Samba has been spon
sored in part by the Australian National University, where 
Andrew Tridgell earned his Ph.D. 

[lJ In addition, some development has been sponsored 
by independent vendors such as Whistle and SCI. It is a 
true testament to Samba that both commercial and non
commercial entities are prepared to spend money to sup
port an Open Source effort. 

At the time of this printing, Andrew had completed his 
Ph.D. work and had joined San Francisco-based LinuxCare. 
Microsoft has also contributed materially by putting for
ward its definition of 5MB and the Internet-savvy Common 
Internet File System (CIF'S), as a public Request for Com
ments (RFC), a standards document. The CIF'S protocol is 
Microsoft's renaming of future versions of the 5MB protocol 
that will be used in Windows products - the two terms 
can be used interchangeably in this book. Hence, you will 
often see the protocol written as "SMB/CIFS." 

1.2 What Can Samba Do For Me? 

As explained earlier, Samba can help Windows and Unix 
machines coexist in the same network. However, there are 
some specific reasons why you might want to set up a 
Samba server on your network: 

• You don't want to pay for - or can't afford - a 
full-fledged Windows NT server, yet you still need 
the functionality that one provides. 

• You want to provide a common area for data or 
user directories in order to transition from a Win 
dows server to a Unix one, or vice versa. 

• You want to be able to share printers across both 
Windows and Unix workstations. 

• You want to be able to access NT files from a 
Unix server 

• • • 

1.3 Getting Familiar with a 5MB/CIFS Network 
1.4 Microsoft Implementations 
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1.41 Windows Domains 
1.42 Browsing 
1.43 Can a Windows Workgroup Span Multiple 

Subnets? 
1.44 The Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) 

• • • 

1.4.5 What Can Samba Do? 

Whew! Bet you never thought Microsoft networks would be 
that complex, did you? Now, let's wrap up by showing 
where Samba can help out. Table 1.6 summarizes which 
roles Samba can and cannot play in a Windows NT Domain 
or Windows workgroup. As you can see, because many of 
the NT domain protocols are proprietary and have not been 
documented by Microsoft, Samba cannot properly synchro
nize its data with a Microsoft server and cannot act as a 
backup in most roles. However, with version 2.0. x, Samba 
does have limited support for the primary domain con
troller'S authentication protocols and is gaining more func
tionality every day. 

Table 1.6: Samba Roles (as of2.0.4b) 
Role Can Perform? 

File Server 
Printer Server 
Primary Domain Controller 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

(Samba 2.1 or higher recommended) 

No Backup Domain Controller 
Windows 95/98 Authentication 
Local Master Browser 
Local Backup Browser 
Domain Master Browser 
Primary WINS Server 
Secondary WINS Server 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

1.5 An Overview of the Samba Distrib
ution 

As mentioned earlier, Samba actually contains several pro
grams that serve different but related purposes. Let's intro
duce each of them briefly, and show how they work togeth
er. The majority of the programs that come with the Samba 
distribution center on its two daemons. Let's take a refined 
look at the responsibilities of each daemon: 



smbd 
The smbd daemon is responsible for managing the shared 
resources between the Samba server machine and its clients. 
It provides file, print, and browser services to 5MB clients 
across one or more networks. smdb handles all notifications 
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testprns 
A program that tests whether various printers are recognized 
by the smbd daemon 

Each significant release of Samba goes through a significant 
exposure test before it's announced. In addition, it is quickly 

between the Samba server and the network 
clients. In addition, it is responsible for 
user authentication, resource locking, and 

...--_____________ -. updated afterward if problems or unwant-

data sharing through the 5MB protocol. 

ed side-effects are found. The latest stable 
distribution as of this writing is Samba 
2.0.5, the long-awaited production ver-

nmbd 
"The primary home sion of Samba 2.0 . This book focuses on 

the functionality supported in Samba 2.0, 
as opposed to the older 1.9. x versions of 
Samba, which are now obsolete. 

The nmbd daemon is a simple nameserver 
that mimics the WINS and NetBIOS name 
server functionality , as you might expect to 
encounter with the LAN Manager package. 
This daemon listens for nameserver re
quests and provides the appropriate infor
mation when called upon. It also provides 
browse lists for the Network Neighborhood 
and participates in browsing elections. 

site for Samba is 
1.6 How Can I Get Samba? 

located at 

Samba is available in both binary and 
source format from a set of mirror sites 
across the Internet. The primary home 
site for Samba is located at 
http://www.samba.org/. However, if you 
don't want to wait for packets to arrive all 
the way from Australia, mirror sites for 
Samba can be found at any of several 10-
cations on the Internet. A list of mirrors is 
given at the primary Samba home page. 

The Samba distribution also comes with a 
small set of Unix command-line tools: 

smbclient http://www.samba.org/'' 
An FTP-like Unix client that can be used to 
connect to Samba shares 

smbtar L..-_____________ -' In addition, a CD-ROM distribution is 

A program for backing up data in shares, similar to the Unix 
tar command 

nmblookup 
A program that provides NetBIOS over TCP/IP name 
lookups 

smbpasswd 
A program that allows an administrator to change the en
crypted passwords used by Samba 

smbstatus 
A program for reporting the current network connections to 
the shares on a Samba server 

testparm 
A simple program to validate the Samba configuration file 

available in the back of this book. We strongly encourage 
you to start with the CD-ROM if this is your first time using 
Samba. We've included source and binaries up to Samba 
2.0 .5 with this book. In addition, several of the testing tools 
that we refer to through the book are conveniently packaged 
on the CD-ROM. 

1.7 What's New in Samba 2.0? 
Samba 2.0 was an eagerly-awaited package. The big addi
tions to Samba 2.0 are more concrete support for NT Do
mains and the new Samba Web Administration Tool 
(SWAT), a browser-based utility for configuring Samba. 
However, there are dozens of other improvements that were 
introduced in the summer and fall of 1998. 

1.7.1 NT Domains 
Samba's support for NT Domains (starting with version 2.0. 
xl produced a big improvement: it allows 5MB servers to 
use its authentication mechanisms, which is essential for fu-
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ture NT compatibility, and to support NT domain logons. ing printers to everyone without any security. Printing has 
Domain logons allow a user to log in to a Windows NT do- been changed to make it easier for Unix System V owners: 
main and use all the computers in the domain without log- Samba can now find the available printers automatically, 
ging into them individually. Previous to version 2.0.0, just as it does with Berkeley-style printing. In addition, 
Samba supported Windows 95/98 logon services, but not NT Samba now has the capability to use mu'ltiple code pages, 
domain logons. Although domain logons support is not com- so it can be used with non-European languages, and to use 
plete is Samba 2.0, it is partially implemented. the Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL) to encrypt all the 

r--------------~data it sends across the Internet, instead of 
1.7.2 Ease of Administration just passwords. [ 7) 

SWAT, the Samba Web Administration 
Tool, makes it easy to set up a server and 
change its configuration, without giving 
up the simple text-based configuration file. 
SW AT provides a graphical interface to 

"N ame/browsing ser- {7} If you reside in the United States, there 
are some federal rules and regulations 
dealing with strong cryptography. We'll 
talk about his later when we set up Samba 
and SSL in Appendix A, Configuring 
Samba with SSL. 

the resources that Samba shares with its 
clients. In addition, SWAT saves consider
able experimentation and memory work in 
setting up or changing configurations 
across the network. You can even create an 
initial setup with SWAT and then modify 
the file later by hand, or vice versa. Samba 
will not complain. On the compilation 
side, GNU autoconf is now used to make 
the task of initial compilation and setup 
easier so you can get to SWAT quicker. 

vice now supports 

1.7.5 Compat.ibility Improvements 

approximately At the same time as it's becoming more ca
pable, Samba is also becoming more com-
patible with Windows NT. Samba has al
ways supported Microsoft-style password 

35,000 simultaneous encryption. It now provides tools and op
tions for changing over to Microsoft en-
cryption, and for keeping the Unix and Mi
crosoft password files synchronized while 

1.7.3 Performance 
There are major performance and scalabili
ty increases in Samba: the code has been 

clients." 
doing so. Finally, a Samba master browser 
can be instructed to hunt down and syn
chronize itself with other 5MB servers on 

reorganized and nmbd (the Samba name 
service daemon) heavily rewritten: 

different LANs, allowing 5MB to work 
'---------------..... seamlessly across multiple networks. 

• Name/browsing service now supports approxi 
mately 35,000 simultaneous clients. 
• File and print services support 500 concurrent 
users from a single medium-sized server without 
noticeable performance degradation. 
• Linux/Samba on identical hardware now consis 
tently performs better than NT Server. 
And best of all, Samba is improving. Improved "oppor

tunistic" locking allows client machines to cache entire files 
locally, greatly improving speed without running the risk of 
accidentally overwriting the cached files. 

1.7.4 More Features 
There are several additional features in Samba 2.0. You can 
now have multiple Samba aliases on the same machine, each 
pretending to be a different server, a feature similar to virtu
al hosts in modern web servers. This allows a host to serve 
multiple departments and groups, or provide disk shares 
with normal usernamelpassword security while also provid-
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Samba uses a different method of accomplishing this from 
the Microsoft method, which is undocumented. 

1.7.6 5mbwrapper 
Finally, there is an entirely new version of the Unix client 
called smbwrapper. Instead of a kernel module that allows 
Linux to act as a Samba client, there is now a command
line entry to load the library that provides a complete 5MB 
filesystem on some brands of Unix. Once loaded, the com
mand Is Ismb will list all the machines in your workgroup, 
and cd Ismbl server_name I share_name will take you to a 
particular share (shared directory), similar to the Network 
File System (NFS). As of this writing, smbwrapper current
ly runs on Linux, Solaris, SunOS 4, IRIX, and OSFIl, and is 
expected to run on several more operating systems in the 
near future. 



Chapter 2. Installing Samba 
on a Unix System 
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Samba that were available as this book went to print. The 
CD is a mirror image of the files and directories on the 
Samba download server: ftp.samba.org. 

On the other hand, if you want to download the latest 
version, the primary web site for the Samba software is 
http://www.samba.org. Once connected to this page, you'll 

Now that you know what Samba can do for you and your see links to several Samba mirror sites across the world, 
users, it's time to get your own network set r---...::....----------... both for the standard Samba web pages and 
up. Let's start with the installation of sites devoted exclusively to downloading 
Samba itself on a Unix system. When danc- Samba. For the best performance, choose a 
ing the samba, one learns by taking small "A typical site that is closest to your own geographic 
steps. It's just the same when installing location. 
Samba; we need to teach it step by step. The standard Samba web sites have 
This chapter will help you to start off on Samba documentation and tutorials, mail-
the right foot. installation ing list archives, and the latest Samba 

For illustrative purposes, we will be news, as well as source and binary distribu-
installing the 2.0.4 version of the Samba tions of Samba. The download sites (some-
server on a Linux(1) system running ver- times called F T P sites) have only the 
sion 2.0.31 of the kernel. However, the in- will take about an source and binary distributions. Unless you 
stallation steps are the same for all of the specifically want an older version of the 
platforms that Samba supports. A typical Samba server or are going to install a binary 
installation will take about an hour to com- distribution, download the latest source 
plete, including downloading the source distribution from the closest mirror site. 
files and compiling them, setting up the hour to This distribution is always named: 
configuration files, and testing the server. 

samba-latesttar.gz 
[lJ If you haven't heard of Lin ux yet, 

then you're in for a treat. Linux is a freely complete.. " If you choose to use the version of 
distributed Unix-like operating system Samba that is located on the CD-ROM pack-
that runs on the Intel x86, Motorola Power- aged with this book, you should find the 
PC, and Sun Sparc platforms. The operat- L..-_____________ ..J latest Samba distribution in the base direc-
ing system is relatively easy to configure, extremely robust, 
and is gaining in popularity. You can get more information 
on the Linux operating system at http://www.linux.org /. 

Here is an overview of the steps: 
1. Download the source or binary files. 
2. Read the installation documentation. 
3. Configure a makefile. 
4. Compile the server code. 
5. Install the server files. 
6. Create a Samba configuration file. 
7. Test the configuration file. 
8. Start the Samba daemons. 
9. Test the Samba daemons. 

2.1 Downloading the Samba Distribu
tion 
If you want to get started quickly, the CD-ROM packaged 
with this book contains both the sources and binaries of 

tory. 

2.1.1 Binary or Source? 
Precompiled packages are also available for a large number 
of Unix platforms. These packages contain binaries for each 
of the Samba executables as well as the standard Samba 
documentation. Note that while installing a binary distribu
tion can save you a fair amount of trouble and time, there 
are a couple of issues that you should keep in mind when 
deciding whether to use the binary or compile the source 
yourself: 

• The binary packages can lag behind the latest ver
sion of the software by one or two (maybe more) minor re
leases, especially after a series of small changes and for less 
popular platforms. Compare the release notes for the source 
and binary packages to make sure that there aren't any new 
features that you need on your platform. This is especially 

Continued on page 35 
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Men 

Microsoft 

and 

Mars 
"Those who cannot remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it." - George San

tayana - Philosopher (1863 -1952) 

By David Novy, Special to DGFocus 

Microsoft Musings -
Should we worry about a break-up? 

Faithful readers of this column will remember that in 
the January issue of DGFocus I suggested that Bill 
Gates do some ice fishing on Lake Mille Lacs. It was 

hoped that by talking to the locals that he would have a 
deeper understanding of what happens to corporate execu
tives who have sufficient arrogance that they feel they can 
take on the U. S. Judicial system and win. Well, I guess that 
Mr. Gates never made it to Minnesota. Microsoft and the U. 
S. Department of Justice were not able to reach a negotiated 
settlement in the DOl's anti-trust case against Microsoft. As 
a result, District Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson ruled on 
April 3rd that Microsoft Corp. violated antitrust law by un
fairly squeezing competitors and repressing the product 
choices available to consumers. Overnight Microsoft stock 
fell over $15 and Gates wound up losing in excess of $12 
billion dollars. Yet, in spite of losing that much money in 
the market, Mr. Gates still refuses to accept the inevitable. 
He is taking out full-page ads in newspapers, believing that 
consumers will rise up in defense of Microsoft once they re
alize the facts. Well, Mr. Gates, it's not going to happen. 
People will thank you for leading us to victory over the evil 
of disparate computer systems. They may even raise a stat
ue or two in your honor some day. But there will never be a 
sufficient groundswell of support to change the antitrust 
laws of the United States to allow Microsoft to continue 
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with business as usual. As an example of what may happen 
to you, I suggest you read about what happened to Winston 
Churchill at the end of World War II. (http://www.win
stonchurchill.org/ actv1945.h tm) 

Please let me add at this point that I have great respect 
for what Bill Gates and Microsoft accomplished. We are 
much better off today because of the de facto standardiza
tion they brought to the computer industry. But the fact of 
the matter is that Microsoft did abuse the monopoly power 
it obtained, and it has shown that, unless it is broken into 
pieces, it will continue to do so. Also, the computer world 
has changed to the point where it no longer needs a mo
nopoly to create de facto standards. 

Let me explain my position: there is little doubt that 
Microsoft used its market dominance to crush Netscape. 
Netscape management made some critical blunders, but 
how many companies could afford to spend tens of mil
lions of dollars to develop a Web browser and then give it 
away for free? But giving away free software that mimic
ked the capabilities of Netscape was not enough for Mi
crosoft. Judge Jackson ruled that Microsoft had induced 
other companies - including Apple, RealNetworks, and 
IBM, to avoid developing applications that relied on "mid
dleware" such as the Web browser, rather than linking di
rectly to Microsoft's operating system. 

Microsoft violated the Sherman Antitrust Act in its 
dealings with Netscape. Because of the mistakes that 
Netscape management made that helped lead to its demise, 
I originally thought the best remedy would be to make Mi-
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" .the computer world has changed to the point where it no longer 
needs a monopoly to create de facto standards." 

crosoft pay a heavy fine and sign a 
consent decree that they would never 
engage in such activity again. Howev
er, it is clear that Microsoft has no in
tent of changing its ways. Look at 
what it is now trying to do with Real
Networks. Microsoft is now treating 
RealNetworks in a manner similar to 
what it did with Microsoft. Does the 
world have a need for Windows Media 
Player? 

On April 5th , Microsoft took out 
full-page ads in newspapers across the 
country. The first paragraph of the ad 
states, "For 25 years, Microsoft has 
worked to bring the benefits of the per
sonal computer to hundreds of mil
lions of consumers and businesses 
around the world. Our efforts to devel
op innovative new versions of the 
Windows operating system and other 
new technologies are contributing to 
the growth of the Internet, the high
technology industry and the American 
economy." I agree with that statement. 

The ad goes on to state, "As we 
look ahead to the appeals process, in
novation will continue to be the No.1 
priority at Microsoft. We will continue 
to hire great people, listen to our cus
tomers, invest in research and devel
opment and create the next generation 
of great software products." I have no 
problem with that statement as well. 

The portion of the ad that I did 
have problem with is that Microsoft 
claims that it did all that it could to 
settle the case out of court. The fact of 
the matter is that Microsoft's philoso
phy toward any potential competitor is 
strictly "no retreat, no surrender." It 
always has been, it always will be. I 
challenge anyone to prove otherwise. 
It is clear that unless Microsoft is bro
ken up, things will never change. 

We know that Microsoft will not 
change its ways. The question we, as 
consumers, need to ask ourselves, is 
how much of a negative impact would 
be caused by a breakup of Microsoft? 
As a consumer of computer applica
tions, I am interested primarily in 
three things: an operating system that 
is robust and reliable, an office suite 
that meets my needs and that allows 
me to readily exchange information 

with others, and a full featured Web 
brow er. 

How would a breakup of Microsoft 
affect my ability to meet my needs? I 
am unlikely to purchase another office 
suite besides Microsoft Office. It is ex
tremely well integrated, it meets my 
needs, and it dominates the market. 
Why would I want to change? How 
much better can it be made? 

Microsoft Internet Explorer and 
Netscape Communicator are both ex
cellent Web browsers. Do I really need 
a seamless coupling between the oper
ating system I use and my Web brows
er? I have not so far. What would 
cause me to change? 

How important is an operating 
system to me? As long as it is robust, 
reliable, and runs the applications that 
I need, my choice of an operating sys
tem is a non-issue to me. I like Win
dows 98. Windows NT is okay, but it 
lacks support for the USB. Windows 
2000 has USB support, but it has too 
many other problems to make we want 
to install it anytime soon. 

The irony of the situation is that a 
breakup of Microsoft is more likely to 
increase the wealth of Bill Gates rather 
than decrease it. History has shown 
that after a forced breakup, the pieces 
of a company have a greater value than 
the sum of its former parts. The con
sumer is not likely to see much of a 
difference. If they liked the Windows 
operating system and Microsoft Office 
before the breakup, why would they 
want to change? The only difference 
that I see before and after a possible 
breakup of Microsoft is that Microsoft 
will no longer have almost complete 
control of 95% of the world's comput
ers because of monopolistic forced 
compliance. Instead, the pieces of Mi
crosoft will have control of 95% of the 
world's computers because of con
sumer choice. 

We Now Know Where 
My Lander Went 

A greater tragedy to me than the poten
tial breakup of Microsoft was the loss 
of the Mars Polar Lander. (Discussed 

in the January 2000 DGFocus) Last 
week my fears were confirmed. The 
Lander failed because of problems that 
probably would have been discovered 
with more extensive testing. Changes 
need to be made to the way the Mars 
exploration program is managed. 
These changes will preclude any Mars 
missions in 2001. Since missions to 
Mars are only practical every two 
years, the next window for Mars mis
sions will be 2003 and the status of the 
2003 missions in under review. Ouch. 
NASA's new approach to Mars explo
ration has now become faster, better, 
and maybe not quite so cheap. D. 

David Novy is a technical computer 
specialist with 3M in St. Paul, Min
nesota, and a longtime NADGUG mem
ber. 
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Building Secure, Distributed Trading Net
works 

Killdara Corporation, a vendor of XML and PKI products, 
has announced details of its new b2b Messenger, an inex
pensive, secure and automated data-sharing appliance for 
purchasing applications. Their "loosely-coupled" ap
proach allows them to integrate disparate systems quickly 
with no changes to the current workflow. Data-level inte
gration is twenty times more effective than application
level integration, according to the Forrester Group. 

The b2b Messenger combines the advantages of open 
commercial commerce standards (OAGI Specification), 
leading edge data exchange formats (XML), and advanced 
data security standards (PKI). Physically, it's a small Java
based server appliance that is added to the facility's LAN. 
It exchanges encrypted messages with trading partners to 
move data seamlessly between different databases and soft
ware applications. 

The b2b Messenger implements the 122 business doc
uments - purchase orders, bills of material, requisitions 
- defined by the Open Applications Group. The OAG is 
an industry consortium of application vendors and large 
customers which was founded in 1996. David Connelly, 
President of the OAG reported, "The OAG is pleased to see 
innovative vendors like Killdara deploy the OAGI specifi
cation, especially in a way that is accessible to smaller en
terprises ... 

A major public demonstration of the b2b Messenger 
will take place at the OAGI Vendor Challenge event in 
Boston June 26. The b2b Messenger will be part of a ven
dor interoperability demonstration among major vendors 
and users of electronic commerce, including Oracle, SAP, 
Peoplesoft and others. The b2b Messenger will be shown 
connecting a small manufacturing company to its cus
tomers via electronic purchase orders and invoices. Details 
on the Vendor Challenge can be found at http://openappli
cations.org/news/000403.htm. Killdara will offer the b2b 
Messenger exclusively through solution providers (integra
tors and consultants). so pricing was not announced. How
ever, Thomsen estimated that a typical installation for 
twenty buying and selling organizations should cost less 
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than $150,000. For further information, contact: 
dsmith@killdara.com. 

SAP Tools: Web Help Utility 

Insite Objects, Inc. (www.insiteobjects.com). a supplier of 
SAP change-management and documentation tools, has 
introduced its new Web Help Utility for SAP (Rl3) 
(WHUS). WHUS adds a menu item to SAP that allows a 
project team or administrator to offer users instant access 
to customized, site-specific HTML help documents for 
SAP. Because WHUS is installed in parallel with the stan
dard SAP help system, users still have full access to the 
standard SAP extended help option. "Basically, it is a 
linking utility that lets users click on the SAP help drop
down and select either SAP help or customized help. If a 
user chooses customized help, WHUS opens the default 
Web browser and immediately pulls up the requested doc
ument that walks the user, step by step, through that par
ticular SAP transaction. WHUS offers users a faster, higher 
level of help - and it drastically reduces the number of 
calls to the help desk or SAP core team. 

WHUS works with any web browser and is fully com
patible with Windows 95, 98, NT and 2000 operating sys
tems, as well as Macintosh and SAP-supported versions of 
UNIX. WHUS is available now and is priced at $20 per 
SAP user, with discounts for large volume users. For fur
ther information, contact: www.insiteobjects.com. 

SAP Tools: Documentation 

Insite Objects, Inc. has also announced the introduction of 
its RESITE Plus! 2.03. RESITE Plus! is the only software 
tool that integrates with SAP and Microsoft Word to de
crease SAP documentation time by up to 90%. Version 
2.03 adds French and Spanish language modules, as well 
as functional enhancements to the delivered template that 
allow for dynamic sizing of all screen captures. "RESITE 
Plus! 2.03 allows a SAP project team to quickly, compre
hensively and accurately capture all configuration steps, 
build test scripts and create end-user training documenta-



tion," said Courtney Parker, Insite Objects vice president 
of marketing and sales. 

RESITE Plus! 2.03 captures all user activity performed 
within the SAP CUI, including mouse clicks, screen shots, 
button images and keyboard interaction. It then uses this 
captured information to automatically create formatted 
Microsoft Word documents in real time. These documents 
can be edited, converted to HTML and printed in configu
rations to satisfy a variety of requirements such as test 
documentation, business process procedures, end-user 
training materials and others. Contact: www.insiteob
jects.com 

SAP Tools: Testing 

AutoTester Inc. has announced that immediate testing 
support is available for SAP Version 4.6b. AutoTester pro
vides SAP users with the power to manage their critical 
business operations by delivering the experience, services 
and technology to ensure their system will meet their 
business needs. AutoTester meets the needs for regression, 
functional, system integration testing and stress and load 
testing for SAP Version 4.6b. Leveraging the engineering 
advances in SAP 4.6b, AutoTester provides advanced test
ing tool technology along with the best-trained and most 
experienced professionals in testing SAP. 

The successful testing of a SAP implementation is de
pendent not only on what automation technology is select
ed to use, but also on how that technology is implement
ed. AutoTester's Professional Services offer an array of 
comprehensive consulting, education, and implementa
tion services designed to maximize the return on the cus
tomer's investment in technology and human resources. 
For more information regarding AutoTester's support for 
SAP R/3 Version 4.6, please contact: jbird@autotester.com 

Another new product, AutoTester with DataBuild, 
eliminates scripting and test scripts. A technical or pro
gramming background is not necessary to use DataBuild. 
DataBuild allows AutoTester's customers to manage what 
they know best: their business data. For more information 
or to arrange for a demo of DataBuild, contact: mcon
well@autotester.com. AutoTester's Web site is 

http://www.autotester.com. 

"Try and buy" Software 

Applications Network's "TRY AND BUY" Application 
Demonstration Service has customized and enhanced tra
ditional ASP services to deliver a high value solution to 
developers and sellers of software and software-based 
services. Combining Internet-based applications hosting 
and web interface design with client and customer sup
port services,the solution provides prospective purchasers 
with demonstration experience. Applications Network's 
(~I\1.APPSnetwork.com) mission is to design, imple
ment, and support Internet-based application access solu
tions which provide remote and roaming users with access 
to applications from anywhere in the world. 

Automatic Media Logging for ARCserveIT 

B&L Associates, Inc., is introducing the Vertices ARC
serveIT Automation Agent, a module that directly links 
the Vertices comprehensive, enterprise-wide removable 
media management system to Computer Associates' ARC
serveIT for Microsoft Windows NT environments.The Ver
tices ARCserveIT Automation Agent now offers integrated 
vault, retention and inventory management of removable 
media. The Vertices Automation Agent automatically cap
tures relevant media information from ARCservelT logs 
and inserts the information into the Vertices database. 

This capability makes it much more efficient to con
trol the movement, archiving and retrieval of data. Once 
the information is imported from ARCserveIT, Vertices 
controls critical media management aspects such as move
ments, media location, inventory reconciliations, and 
more. Often an unmanageable situation for large Windows 
NT installations, system managers of ARCserveIT environ
ments can now keep track of the media that houses their 
mission critical data. This is not only essential for audit 
purposes, but from a recovery standpoint as well. 

"For years we've been offering our customers auto
mated logging by directly accessing the sophisticated log-
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ging facilities of mainframe environments. But these logs 
don't exist in open systems," said Michael Kramer, B&L 
vice president of sales and marketing. "Today, the amount 
of media storage required by applications has become un
manageable. Companies can't find the tape that their pre
cious data was written to, and they are starting to take ac
tion to address this problem. Until now, media manage
ment has always been an afterthought. B&L is the first 
company to take media management in an open, distrib
uted environment seriously. Because of our mainframe 
roots, we know exactly how media management should 
function. Automation Agents are an essential part of that 
functionali ty. " 

Vertices Automation Agent for ARCserveIT for Mi
crosoft Windows NT is available immediately from B&L 
Associates and authorized resellers. For further informa
tion,contact: http://www.bandl.com. 

New E-mail Software for Windows 
9x/NT/2000 

Danere Group, http;//www.danere.com. developers of In
ternet-related software, has released a major revision of 
their free e-mail software, Quickhead-E 3.0, which en
ables users to manage their e-mail directly on their POP3 
or Web-based mail server. Quickhead-E is a Windows 
9x/NT/2000 client based application that monitors users' 
e-mail accounts and downloads the header portion of new 
mail in the background of their PC. Upon delivery of their 
message headers and notifying them of the new mail, the 
user has the option to mark unwanted messages for dele
tion, or to preview any important messages ahead of any 
other mail. This revision also sees support added for the 
popular Web-based e-mail service, Hotrnail. 

Cut Software Development 

Headway Software (www.headway-software.com) has 
launched re-View C++ 1.0, one of the world's first visual
ly interactive reverse engineering tools. Headway re-View 
c++ allows software companies to simplify and redefine 
software development. As a result of simplifying complex 
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development tasks, the re-View c++ tool can improve de
veloper productivity by up to 30 percent. Headway re
View C++ is aimed at software companies who are faced 
with managing large complex software projects. Users can 
access the tool on the Headway Software web site, down
load it on to their own systems and evaluate the product 
for up to 30 days free of charge. Using re-View C++, devel
opers can examine the directories and libraries where the 
source code is stored, and from this point, the tool auto
matically generates an initial layout of the inherent struc
tures and dependencies within the code base. The tool al
lows companies to refine and modify software without 
compromising existing round trip engineering processes. 
Headway re-View C++ produces up to the minute design 
diagrams based on the latest view of the code 

Jini Technology and "Smart" Toasters 

Will Jini radically alter our use of computer networks? Jini 
may turn out to be one of the technologies that allow for 
truly location-independent computing. Jini may also be the 
power behind "smart" appliances and gadgets. Sun is bet
ting that when your fridge talks to your dishwasher, Jini 
will be what makes that conversation happen. 

Jini is a simple set of Java classes and services that al
lows devices (i.e., printers, storage devices, speakers) and 
services (Le., printing) to seamlessly interact with each 
other without device drivers. "Right now, we have lots of 
text-driven services on a big network - HTML, XML, 
whatever - on the Internet. That's great," says Scott 
Oakes, co-author of the just-released "Jini in a Nutshell" 
(O'Reilly, $29.95), "but it's only a first step. In the future, 
we can have lots of new services targeted towards any de
vice; these services can come and go, as can the clients. 
Jini is what can make this possible." 

"As more and more devices are capable of interacting 
and being deployed in new, dynamic environments, pro
grammers of the services for those devices need a comput
ing platform that can handle these impromptu communi
ties in a robust manner. And developers need a simple way 
to write and deploy these services," says Oakes. "Jini ad
dresses some fundamental needs within distributed com-



puling," 
"Jini in a Nutshell" covers everything an experienced 

Java programmer needs to know about Jini, including tu
torial chapters to get you up to speed quickly and refer
ence chapters that analyze and explain every Java package 
related to Jini. For more information about the book see: 
http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/jininu tl noframes.h tml 

Internet Expedition with Magellan 
Explorer! 

Magellan Explorer allows users to download and open 
Zip files, publish web pages and view pictures. Magellan 
Explorer v2.1 is a Windows File and Internet tool made 
by Enriva Development, and published by BMT Micro 
Inc. The integration of a FTP and Zip client and image 
viewer within a file utility helps users perform some in
creasingly standard desktop operations. Moving files to 
and from the wild jungle that is the Internet is no more 
difficult than accessing them on the hard drive. Naviga
tion between local folders, FTP sites and Zip files is sim
ple using a number of web browser features, such as 
Bookmarks, History and Back/Forwards buttons. It's com
pletely customizable, with over a hundred options to 
adapt it to the user's own personal taste, and can quickly 
be set to emulate Norton Commander or Windows Explor
er. With the built-in tool chest one can also quickly print 
the contents of folders, time stamp files, synchronize fold
ers, clone files and display the size of folders. For more 
information or to download it, contact: http://www.enri
va.com/press.html. 

Web-Based Enterprise Management Solu
tion 

@Manage (http://,,,rww.amanage.com), a Management Ser
vice Provider (MSP), has introduced @Manager, a unique 
web-based Enterprise Management Service that monitors 
and manages distributed, cross platform and multi-vendor 
computer resources. @Manager provides automated Real-

time Monitoring, Event Management, Performance Moni
toring, Reporting, and Alerting for Internet, Extranet, and 
Intranet IT resources. It ensures ongoing availability and 
performance of servers, networks, applications, and ser
vices. By continually monitoring IT resources, @Manager 
identifies potential problems before they impact opera
tions, thus ensuring that IT resources are delivering re
sponsive service to the end users. Businesses using @Man
ager can get a secure, personalized view of real-time avail
ability and performance of their IT resources from any 
browser. They can view a graphical representation of com
prehensive metrics for key IT resources and have direct 
access to raw data that can be exported to third party ana
lytical tools for further analysis. IT resources are color
coded and handicap-enabled to deSignate the overall sta
tus of each resource. Through the use of an event console, 
IT managers gain a centralized view of events that can be 
intelligently filtered. 

@Manager's real-time performance and availability 
graphs empower system and network administrators to 
control and respond to IT problems before their end-users 
experience any disruption in services. Automatic alarms 
can be set based on user-defined thresholds and @Manager 
immediately reports conditions that require corrective ac
tion and can send alerts to appropriate personnel via event 
console, pager, or e-mail. 

@Manage is the only web-based service that remotely 
monitors and manages IT infrastructures for small to roid
market companies. @Manage services are powered by Sun 
Microsystems and are co-located at Exodus Communica
tions. @Manage services collect performance and avail
ability data on Networks, NT Systems, Unix Systems, Ap
plications and Services and make it available to customers 
through web browser. For a limited time, @Manager will 
be offered at $199 per IT device per month for a one year 
commitment. 

Award-Winning "Enterprise JavaBeans" 
Updated 

Java Developer's Journal gave the first edition of Richard 
Monson-Haefel's "Enterprise JavaBeans" the "Editor's 
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Choice Awards Best Java Book of 1999" award. O'Reilly & 
Associates has now announced a new edition of this in
troduction to Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) for the enterprise 
software developer. 

EJB (versions 1.1 and 1.0) is an important technology 
for server-side application development in Java. "One 
powerful advantage of the EJB architecture is that it al
lows you to partition work appropriately between differ
ent parts of the system: the database provides persistence, 
your beans model various business entities and the inter
actions between them, and your client application pro
vides a user interface, but incorporates minimal business 
logic," says Monson-Haefel. "The end result is a highly 
flexible system built from components that can easily be 
reused, and that can be changed to suit your needs with
out upsetting other parts of the system." 

"To be truly versatile, the EJB component design had 
to be smart," explains Monson-Haefel. "For application 
developers, assembling enterprise beans is simple, requir
ing little or no expertise in the complex system-level is
sues that often plague three-tier development efforts. 
While EJB makes it easy for application developers, it also 
provides system developers (the people who write EJB 
servers) with a great deal of flexibility in how they sup
port the EJB specification." For more information about 
the book see: http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/entjbeans2/ 

XML Middleware Full Internet Database 
Connectivity 

XML Software Corporation has released Ver 1.1 of Inter
Access, a new product that provides full Internet Database 
Connectivity. Using InterAccess, you can access any 
ODBC/OLEDB compliant SQL database via the Internet. 
InterAccess implements a client/server architecture much 
like FTP, and uses an XML protocol to provide complete 
access to SQL databases that have ODBC or OLEDB dri
vers. InterAccess consists of 3 components: InterAccess 
Server, the InterAccess client COM DLL, and the InterAc
cess Browser. With InterAccess Server and Browser you 
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can perform any SQL operations that your ODBC/OLEDB 
drivers provide. Use the InterAccess Browser if you just 
want to view/update tables and execute SQL commands. 
You can save any retrieved data to a file or copy/paste into 
other programs such as Excel or Access. The COM DLL 
provides easy to use COM objects and interfaces ready to 
drop into your Visual Basic, C++, or other RAD tool pro
grams. For more information contact: http://www.xml
soft.com.au 

Internet Monitoring Solution 

Global Security Consultants, Inc. (www.GlobalSecurity
Web.com) has announced Productivity Plus+, a computer, 
email and Internet monitoring solution geared towards 
medium and large companies. This computer access solu
tion is an offsite, independent monitoring service that al
lows companies to protect themselves from the risk of in
ternal espionage, theft of proprietary information, and 
company trade secrets. Also, it can be used to help prevent 
potential sexual and discrimination lawsuits due to the in
appropriate use of email and the Internet. Employee com
pliance regarding email and Internet policies is ensured. 
Productivity Plus+ utilizes software that runs undetected 
on all PC's being monitored and has the ability to record 
such items as: User names, Workgroups, Window Titles, 
Program Captions, All applications accessed, All key
strokes within those applications, Start, Elapsed times and 
dates, URL's, Email Contents. 

The solution then transfers the data collected via a 
stealth email, which is also undetectable, to an off-site 
monitoring facility. This information is then analyzed, and 
a report and recommendation is prepared for the clients 
notifying them of any improper, illegal or inappropriate 
data transferred over company networks. Monitoring ser
vices start at $1.00 per hour of output generated, plus soft
ware costs. Microsoft Windows 95, 98, 2000 or NT plat
forms are required with system requirements minimal at 
only 14MB of disk space and 16 MB of RAM. 



Question about Zmodem Software on MV s 

Q: Do you know where we could find Zmodem for the 
Data General or any other file transfer program with error 
correction for a Data General and a PC running Windows? 
We have a Data General MV9600 running AOSIVS and 
Cobol. 
A: We use a product called Blast. It is very reliable, can 
run unattended and can use scripts. You can find it at 
www.blast.com 

IlHad strikes again - Evil Geniuses in a 
Nutshell 

"Evil Geniuses in a Nutshell" (132 pages, $12.95) tells the 
continuing tale of Columbia Internet, "the friendliest, 
hardest-working and most neurotic little Internet Service 
Provider in the world." Take three techs, two sales people, 
a designer, two executives, a couple of administrative 
staff, mix in a mischievous Artificial Intelligence and a 
"Dust Puppy" born from the innards of a mega server, put 
them all together in a crowded little office, and you have 
the makings of a comic strip. Founded in November. 1997 
as an online daily episodic comic strip, Userfriendly.org 
has expanded rapidly into what is now arguably the 
largest online entertainment web site appealing to the IT 
technical community. UserFriendly.org is currently at
tracting more than 1.7 million visits, 537,000 unique visi
tors and 10 million page views per month from more than 
140 countries to the User Friendly comic strip and such 
personal services as the "GeekFinder" international career 
posting board. For more information about the new book 
see: http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/evilgenius/ or visit 
the User Friendly web site: http://www.userfriendly.org/ 

Intranet in A Floppy Disk 

Cybozu, Inc .• has released the English version of its award
winning web-based office collaboration suite, Cybozu Of
fice 3, for Windows95!98!NT!2000 and Linux 2.X to ex-

pand its operation globally, "starting from Asia Pacific. es
pecially Australia and Singapore, to North America," ac
cording to Toru Takasuka. CEO and President of Cybozu, 
Inc. Cybozu Office 3 was developed to provide simple and 
easy-to-use groupware for everyone at all IT levels so that 
they can maximize their daily task productivity requiring 
no operation gUide and training. Cybozu Office 3 is a suite 
of 10 fully-integrated, Intranet-ready applications, provid
ing an instant Intranet solution for small-to -medium com
panies all the way to the departments/divisions in global 
corporations. There are 10 applications in Cybozu Office 3 
as well as customizable "Intranet Portal" space, Personal
ized Top Page, Icon notice of new emaHs and memos re
ceived. Latest articles in Bulletin Board. ToDo items dis
played in order of deadline, Latest opinions in the select
ed Forum, Progress status of Project. and more. It is free to 
download from http://cybozu.com/download/index.html 
and try for 60 days with no function limit. Each of 10 ap
plications in Cybozu Office 3 can be used and purchased 
individually according to a user's needs and preference. 
The price for the package starts from $798 for Cybozu Of
fice SOHO 3 (for 10 users) including all 10 applications of 
Cybozu Office 3. 

"Delphi in a Nutshell" 

With a new name and a new focus on CORBA, database 
drivers, and Microsoft Back Office applications, Inprise/
Borland Delphi is staging a comeback with a growing user 
base of programmers who use Delphi for rapid develop
ment of enterprise computing applications. And that base 
is expected to mushroom with the release of a new version 
designed for Linux. "Delphi for Windows is the best de
velopment environment for writing Windows Applica
tions and libraries," says Ray Lischner, author of the just
released book "Delphi in a Nutshell" (O'Reilly, $24.95). 
Later this year, Borland will release Delphi for Linux 
(code-named Kylix), and it is reasonable to expect that 
Delphi will become the premier development tool for 
Linux. Borland is moving into the Linux market in a big 
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way, and their Delphi and c++ Builder products will be 
their most important steps. There are two major uses 
for Kylix: servers and desktop applications. Expect to 
see a wealth of new desktop applications, 'Arritten in 
Kylix, making Linux easier than ever for everyday use." 
For more information about the book, see: 
www.oreilly.com/catalog/delphi/. For more informa
tion about Delphi, see: www.borland.com/delphi/ 

Optical GSN Link 

GENROCO, Inc., and CERN, the European Center for 
High Energy Physics Research, have demonstrated the 
world's first implementation of the 800 megabyte per 
second Gigabyte System Network (GSN) with an optical 
interface. "Having optical GSN is important not only 
for large GSN users, such as CERN, but also for smaller 
network installations that can not manage the burdens 
of copper," said Arie van Praag of CERN. "This demon
stration proves that GSN works well over optical fiber, 
opening the doors for more mainstream GSN installa
tions." Until now, only expensive copper GSN cabling 
has been available which, in addition to being bulky, is 
limited to carrying data a maximum of 40 meters. The 
new, compact optical fiber nearly doubles the distances 
at one quarter of the cost. Furthermore, optical fiber is 
known for its lack of emissions, flexibility, ease-of-use, 
and compatibility with most computer network config
urations. The demonstration is part of a joint venture 
between CERN and GENROCO for creating leading edge 
network technology. GENROCO recently announced 
the TURBOstor Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) to Fibre Chan
nel (FC) bridging and routing switch, which utilized 
developments that came out of the collaboration last 
year. The two organizations are currently working on 
bridging GSN and FC to OC48 in order to create wide 
area SANs. Additional information about GENROCO 
can be found at www.genroco.com. 
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Printing for Windows 95/98 and NT/2000 

NIPrint 4.0, a bi-directional LPD/LPR printing utility for 
Winsock TCP/IP has been released by Network Instru
ments. NIPrint delivers complete integration that Win
dows for printing to/from Unix/Linux or network print
eres without the need for TCP/IP packages or dedicated 
hardware. According to Douglas Smith, President of Net
work Instruments, "Standards-based printing allows any 
system to print to any other system whether dedicated 
hardware or server based." A complete 21-day demo is 
available. For more information, contact: www.net
workinstruments.com. 

Support for Gigabit Ethernet Network 
Growth 

APCON has introduced Model ACI-2046, an electronic 
fiber optic patch panel for fiber channel and gigabit Eth
ernet networks. While supporting Gigabit Themet net
working speeds, the new Patch Panel manages direct ter
mination and switching of fiber optic cables and provides 
up to sixteen 1/0 ports for fiber connectivity of new de
vices to Gigabit Ethernet networks. The distance capabili
ty of each fiber optic connection is enhanced and stan
dard Gigbit Themet fiber optic connections can be ex
tended up to 10 Kro. Its Graphic User Interface (GUl) al
lows network administrators to remotely operate and 
control up to 32 patch panels. For more information, con
tact 222.apcon.com. 



continued from page 25 

true of the sources and binaries on the CD-ROM: at the 
time this book went to print, they were from the latest pro
duction release of Samba. However, development is ongo
ing, so the beta-test versions on the Internet will be newer. 

IS MANAGEMENT 

abIes were used when the binary was compiled. In some 
cases, these will not be appropriate for your situation. 

A few configuration items can be reset with command
line options at runtime instead of at compile time. For exam
ple, if your binary tries to place any log, lock, or status files 
in the "wrong" place (for example, in lusr/local ), you can 
override this without recompiling. • If you use a precompiled binary, you will need to 

ensure that you have the correct libraries required by the 
executables. On some platforms the exe- r---..;:...---------- .., One point worth mentioning is that the 
cutables are statically linked so this isn't Samba source requires an ANSI C compiler. 
an issue, but on modern Unix operating If you are on a platform with a non-ANSI 
systems (e.g., Linux, SGI Irix, Solaris, HP- compiler, such as the cc compiler on 
UX, etc.), libraries are often dynamically "One point worth SunOS version 4, you'll have to install an 
linked. This means that the binary looks ANSI-compliant compiler such as gcc be-
for the right version of each library on fore you do anything else.[ 3) If installing a 
your system, so you may have to install a compiler isn't something you want to wres-
new version of a library. The README file tle with, you can start off with a binary 
or makefile that accompanies the binary mentioning is that the package. However, for the most flexibility 
distribution should list any special re- and compatibility on your system, we al-
quirements.[ 2) ways recommend compiling from the latest 

source. 

[2J This is especially true with programs 
that use glibc-2.1 (which comes standard 
with Red Hat Linux. 6). This library 
caused quite a consternation in the devel
opment community when it was released 
because it was incompatable with previ
ous versions of g Jibc. 

Samba source requires [3J gcc binaries are available for almost 
every modern machine. See 
http://www.gnu.org/ for a list of sites with 
gcc and other GNU software. 

an ANSI C compiler." 2.1 .2 Read the Documentation 
This sounds like an obvious thing to say, 

Many machines with shared libraries but there have probably been times where 
come with a nifty tool called ldd. This tool you have uncompressed a package, blindly 
will tell you which libraries a specific bi- I-.. _____________ .J typed configure, make, and make install, 
nary requires and which libraries on the system satisfy that and walked away to get another cup of coffee. We'll be the 
requirement. For example, checking the smbd program on first to admit that we do that, many more times than we 
our test machine gave us: should. It's a bad idea - especially when planning a network 

with Samba. 
$ ldd smbd 

libreadline.so.3 => lusr/lib/libreadline.so.3 
libdl.so.2 => llib/libdl.so.2 
libcrypt.so.l => llib/libcrypt.so.l 
libc.so.6 => llib/libc.so.6 
libtermcap.so.2 => llibllibtermcap.so.2 
llib/ld-linux.so.2 => llib/ld-linux.so.2 

• If there are any incompatibilities between Samba 
and specific libraries on your machine, the distribu 

. tion-specific documentation should highlight those. 
• Keep in mind that each binary distribution carries 
preset values about the target platform, such as default 
directories and configuration option values. Again, 
check the documentation and the make file included in 
the source directory to see which directives and vari 

Samba 2.0 automatically configures itself prior to compi
lation. This reduces the likelihood of a machine-specific 
problem, but there may be an option mentioned in the 
README file that you end up wishing for after Samba's been 
installed. With both source and binary packages you'll find a 
large number of documents in the docs directory, in a variety 
of formats. The most important files to look at in the distribu
tion are: 

WHATSNEW.txt 
docs/textdocs/UNDCINST ALL. txt 

These files tell you what features you can expect in your 
Samba distribution, and will highlight common installation 
problems that you're likely to face. Be sure to look over both 
of them before you start the compilation process. A 
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2100, A V 2300, A V 2700, A V 2800, and A V 3700 products. 
In addition, Wyle Systems will introduce a family of prod
ucts designed specifically to meet the needs of the Data 
General customer base. These products will include a fami
ly of 'client'-oriented desktop and tower personal comput
ers as well as a family of Intel Pentium ill- and Xeon-based 
pedestal tower servers designed to meet the needs of corpo
rate and departmental customers. Wyle Systems' new prod
uct line will also include Data General's successful server 
management software suite. 

"We are very excited about expanding our relationship 
with Data General and its customers," said William McMa
hon, CEO for Wyle Systems. "These products fit well with 
our focused product lines, and our industry-leading exper
tise in life cycle management, configuration and revision 
control provide an added advantage to customers who re
quire stable system platforms, which Tier I vendors do not 
offer. In addition, our ability to provide customer-specific 
'turnkey' solutions is evidence of the high level of service 
and commitment we can offer our new customers." 

Wyle Systems is a major supplier of personal comput
ers and departmental servers, and has been supplying 
many of Data General's personal computers since 1999. For 
more information on Wyle Systems visit their website at 
www.wylesystems.com or call 800/332-6995. 

Forzani Strengthens Infrastructure 
with NUMA Technology 

Data General Provides Large Retailer With Flexible, 
Efficient Server Environment And Investment Protection 

T he Forzani Group Ltd. has chosen Data General's 
NUMA solutions as the foundation for an efficient, 
controlled computing environment in support of the 

large Canadian sporting good retailer's rapidly growing 
business. The Forzani Group Ltd. is Canada's largest spe
Cialty retailer of sporting goods, operating stores from coast 
to coast under three corporate banners: Sport Chek; 
Forzani's; and Sports Experts. The Forzani Group Ltd. also 
operates franchised locations under the following banners: 
Sports Experts; Podium Sports; R'n'R, Relaxed and Rugged; 
Zone Athletik; and Econosports. 

Forzani deployed Data General's A ViiON AV 8700 and 
A V 25000 servers to establish a consolidated computing en
vironment that provides increased processing power, high 
availability and overall flexibility. 

Demonstrating industry leading expertise in NUMA 
(non-uniform memory access) technology, Data General is 
delivering the high availability, high performance and scal
ability necessary to create a flexible and stable server envi-
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ronment for Forzani over the long-term. 
"As our business grew dramatically through numerous 

acquisitions, we were faced with the challenge of managing 
a large server farm plagued by dual systems that did not 
run efficiently. Lowering total cost of ownership while con
tinually increasing the performance of our server environ
ment became essential," explained Mike Flood, chief infor
mation officer of The Forzani Group Ltd. "Data General's 
outstanding technology and support have allowed us to 
strategically free up critical server and staff resources, 
putting us in a position to better manage the continued 
growth we anticipate." 

Forzani is utilizing a single partitioned A V 25000 
NUMA server and a clustered A V 8700 NT server, along 
with EMC CLARiiON storage systems, to support mission
critical applications for corporate and franchise operations, 
in Calgary and Montreal. Forzani's new computing envi
ronment, which runs both Windows NT and DG/UX, can 
be simply reconfigured to accommodate changing business 
and system needs with Data General's A VFlex, a compre
hensive set of services and products that allows customers 
to easily reconfigure systems when business or application 
conditions change. 

The solution has enabled Forzani to allocate resources 
more effectively and maximize the processing capabilities 
of the server environment, which hosts applications such 
as accounting, payroll, warehouse management and trans
action applications. Forzani can now run multiple applica
tions on one server securely by using A VFlex to partition 
the Windows NT and UNIX server environment, maximiz
ing the processing power and high availability. With multi
ple offices, Forzani can also take advantage of the long-dis
tance clustering and instant disaster recovery capabilities 
that add to the overall flexibility and performance of the 
environment. 

"Forzani is a wonderful example of both the short and 
long-term benefits a company can realize by deploying 
NUMA to reduce total cost of ownership, increase control, 
and maximize the effectiveness of a computing environ
ment," said Mike Parise, vice president of worldwide mar
keting for Data General. "Data General is focused on deliv
ering the highest possible value with our A ViiON servers 
by providing investment protection and disaster recovery 
capabilities, enabling customers like Forzani to appreciate 
the benefits of simplified, consolidated computing." 

"We are excited about the migration path that Data 
General offers for A ViiON products as we consider future 
technologies for our IT infrastructure,"added Mr. Flood. 
"Because of the strength of Data General's technology and a 
smooth implementation, our users are enjoying fewer over
time hours and they no longer need to work over weekends 
and holidays." fl 
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